
AXIS Technical Education

Specialist Training for your Professionals

Your IT and your employees are probably the two most valuable assets to your business; unlocking the maximum
potential and maximum return from both can deliver competitive advantages to your business. A highly skilled
professional workforce can deliver productivity gains and improve efficiency within your company. Studies show
people who are highly trained and ahead of the game are happy in the workplace and are a loyal employee.

What is AXIS Technical Education?

AXIS Technical Education delivers specialist technical
training tailored to your business environment
ensuring maximum returns on your IT investment.

What products are available under AXIS
Technical Education?

For a current list of deliverable courses please visit
our education web site at
www.axisfirst.co.uk/technology/education.

Who is delivering the AXIS Technical
Education?

Our trainers are highly respected technical specialists
with real-world life experience in implementing, using
or project managing technical solutions.

Many of our trainers have several industry
recognised qualifications from companies like
Microsoft and Oracle. They have studied and
understand their product inside out and are true
technical specialists in their field.

The valuable experience that our trainers bring to the
training room enables them to understand some of
the issues faced by different industries or sectors and
apply their knowledge and skills appropriately to
educate beyond the textbook.

When you say Technical Education, what do
you mean?

By Technical Education we mean true hands-on
technical training answering the questions that self-
study or the textbook leave unanswered.

This in-depth training demonstrates best practice,
tips and tricks and valuable real-world examples that
demonstrates all the functionality of the software and
helps deliver skills to gain competitive advantages
over your competitors.



How is AXIS Technical Education
Delivered?

Our courses are instructor led courses with delegates
having use of their own dedicated equipment. The
training room contains audio visual tools relative to
the subject matter.

The subject matter is delivered at a comfortable pace
with opportunities to ask questions and to explore
specific areas in detail.

Is Onsite Training available?

Onsite training can be delivered at your workplace
and the content can be tailored to your particular
organisation or industry.

To ensure maximum benefit from our trainer, we
would recommend a distraction free environment
with dedicated equipment, audio visual aids and
flipchart/whiteboard.

How does Technical Education differ from
Application Training?

Technical Education differs from application training
by delivering a more in-depth specialist knowledge
which tackles the “why” questions rather than the
“how” questions.

Technical Education is delivered by technical
specialists who have spent many years studying,
working with and delivering technical solutions
around the products.

Application Training has a tendency to cover more
mainstream products with a more “how to”
approach in the delivery of the content and meets the
requirements of a wider audience.

Who is AXIS Technical Education for?

Technical Education is aimed at skilled professionals
who wish to unlock the full potential or functionality
from the software they use. These people often need
to understand the “why” as well as the “how”
operations of the applications needed in their jobs.

How do I book a course?

Speak to a member of the Axis First Sales Team on
01278 421020.

Is there a limit to the number of delegates
on a course?

In order to deliver maximum value from our Technical
Education we restrict class sizes to no more than 6
delegates for this type of content.

This small class size ensures individual attention,
relative content without too many tangents and
delivery at a pace that everyone is comfortable with.

A class size of 6 has shown to be manageable and
can provide good networking opportunities to share
experiences and knowledge with other delegates.


